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In a globalized world, states interact with each other, differences occur and these differences 

occasionally lead to the crisis or conflicts within the states or region. There is a linkage between 

international conflicts and international crises. Before describing the linkage between conflict 

management and crisis management it is important to understand the terms of conflict and crisis 

and their procedures of management. Conflicts and crisis are two different situations, conflict is a 

clash or disagreement often violent, between two opposing groups or states on an issue or 

situation, while crisis is a decisive point and a turning point [1]. Conflict is usually of three 

varieties:  intra-state, inter-state, and trans-state. Crises can be instigated by all three types of 

conflicts but they can also be caused by natural disasters such as drastic climate change, floods 

or by energy breakdown. As they are dissimilar from each other so, there are different ways to 

manage them but at a certain point they meet each other and create linkage with each other to 

manage either the conflict or crisis.  

 

To manage the conflicts there is a system known as conflict management. It is a process 

that involves the control of a long-term or deep-rooted conflict. This is the approach taken when 

the complete resolution seems to be impossible yet something needs to be done. The basic aim of 

the conflict management is to intervene in ways that make the destructive conflict beneficial and 

less destructive to all sides. There are some strategies used by the conflict managers to manage 

the conflicts for instance: accommodating, avoiding, collaborating and compromising. The 

conflict manager must establish clear strategies to carry out the activity in a procedural manner.  

 

Crisis is a major unpredictable event. Crisis means an urgent situation that suddenly 

happens and breaks the routine processes of any system. In international relations, crisis can 

either make the state a winner or a loser, every state wants be winner. So, in case state should 

consider a crisis as a chance to achieve something good, for this purpose, a well-organized crisis 

management program is needed to be able to gain advantage of such a crisis. Forecasting of 

crisis is one of the basic steps of successful management. In addition, managers should be ready 

for coming crisis. 

 

The conflict and crisis management are different but they have link with each other. As 

the crisis and conflicts are linked, sometimes it happens that the management of long continued 

conflict automatically manages the crisis or vice versa. As far as the management of crisis is 

concerned if the conflict is not properly managed by the states then it could create another crisis 

or vice versa. States cannot solely manage either conflict or crisis. For instance: the conflict of 

Pakistan and India over Kashmir causes security crisis not even in India and Pakistan but also in 

the region of south Asia, if the conflict managers of both states succeeded in managing the 

conflict then the crisis of security in the region will automatically be solved. Sometimes the 

international or domestic crisis create conflicts as the relations between states are rooted in 

interests so as far as the achievement of interest is concerned they even do not hesitate to bother 
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conflicts. Similarly, the conflict between Israel and Palestine over Jerusalem create massive 

crisis in Palestine not only of security but also the crisis of housing, energy, food and health. The 

healthy and crisis free state can be reliable to step forward in the management of conflicts. 

Moreover, the Syrian conflict also generating the crisis in the Syria and all over the region is 

affected. The millions of people leaving Syria and taking refuge in nearby states because of 

Syrian conflict. These crises can be managed, if they get success in management of Syrian 

conflict which requires proper strategies at both domestic and international level. As far as the 

linkage between crisis management and conflict management is concerned the management of 

either conflict or crisis is not possible if one of them failed in achieving their goals. In both crisis 

management and conflict management the leaders play the leading in managing the situation. 

 

At last, the terms and situations of conflict management and crisis management are 

different but procedure and nature is not entirely different but to some extent being same and 

they are inter- linked with each other to gain the outcomes. Whereas the process of conflict 

management is difficult and can be risky but it is someway rapid then crisis management, crisis 

management also difficult but it is a gradual process which takes long to be managed, to speed 

up the crisis management process the managers must create link with conflict management. In 

the absence of conflict management, the process of crisis management would be gradual and 

difficult. 
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